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THE OBJECT IS TO COLLECT
THE MOST SETS OF 
3 MATCHING CARDS

RULES
[4] Winning

•  The game ends when any player gets 
rid of all cards in his or her hand, or 
when the Draw Pile runs out.

•  Players count how many sets of 
monkey cards they have collected.

• Only full sets of 3 matches count.

• The player with the most sets wins!
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 

Copyright © 2007 Patch Products, Inc., 
Beloit, WI  53511 USA.  All rights 
reserved. Go Ape! is a trademark
of Patch Products, Inc.1 2 3
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 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & UpGame Play: 15–20 Minutes
Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)
Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown in the center of the playing area to form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   hold them in their hand but not let   others see them. The cards should be   arranged so matching cards are next to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   cards, show them to other players and   place them in a pile in front of you.
Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one  other player for a card that matches   one in your hand. You must act out   the picture of the monkey on the   card you want, but don’t show the   card to the other player. For example,   if you want a card with the monkey   covering its eyes, you must say to   another player: “Give me your …” and then place your hands over your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   the action, he or she must give you all   cards showing that action. You then   take another turn.  • If the player does not have any cards   that match the action, the player says:   “Go Ape!” You then take the top card   from the Draw Pile.• If you draw the card you asked for, take  another turn. If not, place the card in   your hand and play passes to the left.• Whenever you have three matching   monkey cards, place them in a pile in   front of you. These cards are safe, and other players may not take them  from you.
No Monkey TalkWhen “asking” for a card, you cannotsay any words or show the card you are requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets rid of all cards in his or her hand or   when the Draw Pile runs out.• Players count how many sets of   monkey cards they have collected.• Only full sets of 3 matches count.• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, including alternative game play you want to share with other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-products.com. 
Copyright © 2007 Patch Products, Inc., Beloit, WI  53511 USA.  All rights reserved. Go Ape! is a trademarkof Patch Products, Inc.
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up

Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 

cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   

player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown

 in the center of the playing area to

 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   

hold them in their hand but not let   

others see them. The cards should be   

arranged so matching cards are next

 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   

cards, show them to other players and   

place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you

 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 

 other player for a card that matches   

one in your hand. You must act out   

the picture of the monkey on the   

card you want, but don’t show the   

card to the other player. For example,   

if you want a card with the monkey   

covering its eyes, you must say to   

another player: “Give me your …”

 and then place your hands over

 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   

the action, he or she must give you all   

cards showing that action. You then   

take another turn.  

• If the player does not have any cards   

that match the action, the player says:   

“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   

from the Draw Pile.

• If you draw the card you asked for, take 

 another turn. If not, place the card in   

your hand and play passes to the left.

• Whenever you have three matching   

monkey cards, place them in a pile in   

front of you. These cards are safe,

 and other players may not take them 

 from you.

No Monkey Talk

When “asking” for a card, you cannot

say any words or show the card you are 

requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets

 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   

when the Draw Pile runs out.

• Players count how many sets of   

monkey cards they have collected.

• Only full sets of 3 matches count.

• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 

including alternative game play you want to share with 

other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 

Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 

Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-

products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes
Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

ObjectCollect the most sets of 3 matching 

cards.
Set-Up• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   

player.• Place the remaining cards facedown

 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   

hold them in their hand but not let   

others see them. The cards should be   

arranged so matching cards are next

 to each other.• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   

cards, show them to other players and   

place them in a pile in front of you.
Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.• Without saying any words, “ask” one 

 other player for a card that matches   

one in your hand. You must act out   

the picture of the monkey on the   

card you want, but don’t show the   

card to the other player. For example,   

if you want a card with the monkey   

covering its eyes, you must say to   

another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   

the action, he or she must give you all   

cards showing that action. You then   

take another turn.  • If the player does not have any cards   

that match the action, the player says:   

“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   

from the Draw Pile.• If you draw the card you asked for, take 

 another turn. If not, place the card in   

your hand and play passes to the left.

• Whenever you have three matching   

monkey cards, place them in a pile in   

front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 

 from you.
No Monkey TalkWhen “asking” for a card, you cannot

say any words or show the card you are 

requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning• The game ends when any player gets

 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   

when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   

monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 

including alternative game play you want to share with 

other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 

Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 

Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-

products.com. 
Copyright © 2007 Patch Products, Inc., 

Beloit, WI  53511 USA.  All rights 
reserved. Go Ape! is a trademark
of Patch Products, Inc.
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[2] Play
•  The youngest player goes first.

•  Without saying any words, “ask” any 
other player for a card that matches 
one in your hand. You must act 
out the picture of the monkey 
on the card you want, but 
don’t show the card 
to the other player. For 
example, if you want 
a card with the monkey 
covering its eyes, you must 
say to another player, “May I have your…” and then 
place your hands over your eyes.

•  If the player has any cards that match your action, he 
or she must give you all those cards. You then take 
another turn.

•  If the player does not have any cards that match your 
action, the player says “Go Ape!” You then take the top 
card from the Draw Pile.

•  If you draw the card you asked for, take another 
turn. If not, place the card in your hand and play 
passes to the left.

•  Whenever you have three matching monkey cards, 
place them in a pile in front of you. These cards are 
safe, and other players may not take them from you.

[3] No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot say any words 
or show the card you are requesting. If you do, you 
lose your turn!

[1] Set Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each player.

•  Place the remaining cards facedown in the center 
of the playing area to form a Draw Pile.

•  Players should hold their cards so others cannot see 
them. The cards should be arranged so matching 
cards are next to each other.

•  If you are dealt a set of 3 matching cards, show 
them to the other players and place them in a pile 
in front of you. GO A
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up

Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object

Collect the most sets of 3 matching 

cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   

player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown

 in the center of the playing area to

 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   

hold them in their hand but not let   

others see them. The cards should be   

arranged so matching cards are next

 to each other.

• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   

cards, show them to other players and   

place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you

 go first.

• Without saying any words, “ask” one 

 other player for a card that matches   

one in your hand. You must act out   

the picture of the monkey on the   

card you want, but don’t show the   

card to the other player. For example,   

if you want a card with the monkey   

covering its eyes, you must say to   

another player: “Give me your …”

 and then place your hands over

 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   

the action, he or she must give you all   

cards showing that action. You then   

take another turn.  

• If the player does not have any cards   

that match the action, the player says:   

“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   

from the Draw Pile.

• If you draw the card you asked for, take 

 another turn. If not, place the card in   

your hand and play passes to the left.

• Whenever you have three matching   

monkey cards, place them in a pile in   

front of you. These cards are safe,

 and other players may not take them 

 from you.

No Monkey Talk

When “asking” for a card, you cannot

say any words or show the card you are 

requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning

• The game ends when any player gets

 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   

when the Draw Pile runs out.

• Players count how many sets of  
 

monkey cards they have collected.

• Only full sets of 3 matches count.

• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 

including alternative game play you want to share with 

other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 

Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 

Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-

products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up

Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 

cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   

player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown

 in the center of the playing area to

 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   

hold them in their hand but not let   

others see them. The cards should be   

arranged so matching cards are next

 to each other.

• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   

cards, show them to other players and   

place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you

 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 

 other player for a card that matches   

one in your hand. You must act out   

the picture of the monkey on the   

card you want, but don’t show the   

card to the other player. For example,   

if you want a card with the monkey   

covering its eyes, you must say to   

another player: “Give me your …”

 and then place your hands over

 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   

the action, he or she must give you all   

cards showing that action. You then   

take another turn.  

• If the player does not have any cards   

that match the action, the player says:   

“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   

from the Draw Pile.

• If you draw the card you asked for, take 

 another turn. If not, place the card in   

your hand and play passes to the left.

• Whenever you have three matching   

monkey cards, place them in a pile in   

front of you. These cards are safe,

 and other players may not take them 

 from you.

No Monkey Talk

When “asking” for a card, you cannot

say any words or show the card you are 

requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning

• The game ends when any player gets

 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   

when the Draw Pile runs out.

• Players count how many sets of   

monkey cards they have collected.

• Only full sets of 3 matches count.

• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 

including alternative game play you want to share with 

other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 

Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 

Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-

products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & UpGame Play: 15–20 Minutes
Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)
Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown in the center of the playing area to form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   hold them in their hand but not let   others see them. The cards should be   arranged so matching cards are next to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   cards, show them to other players and   place them in a pile in front of you.
Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one  other player for a card that matches   one in your hand. You must act out   the picture of the monkey on the   card you want, but don’t show the   card to the other player. For example,   if you want a card with the monkey   covering its eyes, you must say to   another player: “Give me your …” and then place your hands over your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   the action, he or she must give you all   cards showing that action. You then   take another turn.  • If the player does not have any cards   that match the action, the player says:   “Go Ape!” You then take the top card   from the Draw Pile.• If you draw the card you asked for, take  another turn. If not, place the card in   your hand and play passes to the left.• Whenever you have three matching   monkey cards, place them in a pile in   front of you. These cards are safe, and other players may not take them  from you.
No Monkey TalkWhen “asking” for a card, you cannotsay any words or show the card you are requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets rid of all cards in his or her hand or   when the Draw Pile runs out.• Players count how many sets of   monkey cards they have collected.• Only full sets of 3 matches count.• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, including alternative game play you want to share with other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-products.com. 
Copyright © 2007 Patch Products, Inc., Beloit, WI  53511 USA.  All rights reserved. Go Ape! is a trademarkof Patch Products, Inc.
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 MinutesContents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)ObjectCollect the most sets of 3 matching 

cards.
Set-Up• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   

player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   

cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.Play

• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.• Without saying any words, “ask” one 

 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  • If the player does not have any cards   

that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.• If you draw the card you asked for, take 

 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.
No Monkey TalkWhen “asking” for a card, you cannot

say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 

including alternative game play you want to share with 

other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 

Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 

Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-

products.com. 
Copyright © 2007 Patch Products, Inc., 
Beloit, WI  53511 USA.  All rights 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up

Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object

Collect the most sets of 3 matching 

cards.

Set-Up

• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   

player.

• Place the remaining cards facedown

 in the center of the playing area to

 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   

hold them in their hand but not let  
 

others see them. The cards should be   

arranged so matching cards are next

 to each other.

• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   

cards, show them to other players and   

place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you

 go first.

• Without saying any words, “ask” one 

 other player for a card that matches   

one in your hand. You must act out   

the picture of the monkey on the  
 

card you want, but don’t show the   

card to the other player. For example,   

if you want a card with the monkey  
 

covering its eyes, you must say to  
 

another player: “Give me your …”

 and then place your hands over

 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   

the action, he or she must give you all   

cards showing that action. You then   

take another turn.  

• If the player does not have any cards   

that match the action, the player says:   

“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   

from the Draw Pile.

• If you draw the card you asked for, take 

 another turn. If not, place the card in   

your hand and play passes to the left.

• Whenever you have three matching   

monkey cards, place them in a pile in   

front of you. These cards are safe,

 and other players may not take them 

 from you.

No Monkey Talk

When “asking” for a card, you cannot

say any words or show the card you are 

requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning

• The game ends when any player gets

 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   

when the Draw Pile runs out.

• Players count how many sets of  
 

monkey cards they have collected.

• Only full sets of 3 matches count.

• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 

including alternative game play you want to share with 

other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 

Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 

Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-

products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...

For 2–6 Players • Ages 4 & Up
Game Play: 15–20 Minutes

Contents: 54 Cards (18 Sets of 3)

Object
Collect the most sets of 3 matching 
cards.

Set-Up
• Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each   
player.
• Place the remaining cards facedown
 in the center of the playing area to
 form a Draw Pile.

• Players should look at their cards and   
hold them in their hand but not let   
others see them. The cards should be   
arranged so matching cards are next
 to each other.
• If you are dealt a set of 3 matching   
cards, show them to other players and   
place them in a pile in front of you.

Play
• If you’re the youngest player, you
 go first.
• Without saying any words, “ask” one 
 other player for a card that matches   
one in your hand. You must act out   
the picture of the monkey on the   
card you want, but don’t show the   
card to the other player. For example,   
if you want a card with the monkey   
covering its eyes, you must say to   
another player: “Give me your …”
 and then place your hands over
 your eyes. 

• If the player has any cards that match   
the action, he or she must give you all   
cards showing that action. You then   
take another turn.  
• If the player does not have any cards   
that match the action, the player says:   
“Go Ape!” You then take the top card   
from the Draw Pile.
• If you draw the card you asked for, take 
 another turn. If not, place the card in   
your hand and play passes to the left.
• Whenever you have three matching   
monkey cards, place them in a pile in   
front of you. These cards are safe,
 and other players may not take them 
 from you.

No Monkey Talk
When “asking” for a card, you cannot
say any words or show the card you are 
requesting. If you do, you lose your turn.

Winning
• The game ends when any player gets
 rid of all cards in his or her hand or   
when the Draw Pile runs out.
• Players count how many sets of   
monkey cards they have collected.
• Only full sets of 3 matches count.
• The player with the most sets wins!

Patch Products wants your comments about Go Ape!, 
including alternative game play you want to share with 
other players. Send comments via US mail to Patch 
Products Customer Service, 1400 E. Inman Pkwy., 
Beloit, WI 53511, or by e-mail to patch@patch-
products.com. 
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Why GO FISH when you can...
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r a ca

rd that m
atch

es  
 

one in yo
ur hand. You m

ust a
ct o

ut  
 

the picture of th
e m

onkey on th
e  

 

card you want, b
ut d

on’t s
how th

e  
 

card to
 th

e other p
layer. F

or example,   

if y
ou want a ca

rd with the monkey  
 

covering its
 eyes, y

ou must s
ay to

  
 

another player: “
Give

 me yo
ur …

”

 and then place yo
ur hands o

ver

 your eyes. 

• If 
the player has a

ny c
ards th

at m
atch

   

the actio
n, he or sh

e must g
ive

 yo
u all  

 

cards s
howing that actio

n. You then  
 

take another tu
rn.  

• If 
the player does n

ot have any c
ards  

 

that m
atch

 the actio
n, th

e player sa
ys:

   

“Go Ape!” Y
ou then take the top ca

rd  
 

from the Draw Pile.

• If 
you draw the ca

rd yo
u aske

d for, ta
ke 

 another tu
rn. If 

not, p
lace the ca

rd in  
 

your hand and play p
asse

s to
 the left.

• W
henever yo

u have three match
ing  

 

monkey c
ards, p

lace them in a pile in  
 

front of yo
u. These ca

rds a
re sa

fe,

 and other players m
ay n

ot ta
ke them 

 from yo
u.

No M
onke

y T
alk

When “aski
ng” fo

r a ca
rd, yo

u ca
nnot

say a
ny w

ords o
r sh

ow the ca
rd yo

u are 

requestin
g. If 

you do, yo
u lose yo

ur tu
rn.

Winning

• T
he game ends w

hen any p
layer gets

 rid of all c
ards in

 his o
r her hand or  

 

when the Draw Pile runs o
ut.

• P
layers c

ount how many s
ets o

f  
 

monkey c
ards th

ey h
ave co

llecte
d.

• O
nly f

ull s
ets o

f 3 match
es c

ount.

• T
he player w

ith the most s
ets w

ins!

Patch
 Products

 wants y
our co

mments a
bout G

o Ape!, 

inclu
ding alternative

 game play y
ou want to

 sh
are with 

other players. 
Send co

mments v
ia US mail to

 Patch
 

Products
 Custo

mer S
ervic

e, 1400 E. In
man Pkw

y., 

Beloit, W
I 53511, or by e

-mail to
 patch

@patch
-

products
.co

m. 
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